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Graduate School News Highlights

From Bridget M. Newell, Ph.D. Interim Associate Provost for Graduate Studies

Transitions
The start of the fall semester is typically associated with change and transition. This year is no
different. This fall, 59 new graduate students transitioned into the first semester of their first year
of graduate school. Some of our graduate students transitioned into their last year or last
semester of graduate work. Others, like the nursing graduate students who joined us in the
summer, transitioned to the next stage in their graduate education. All these transitions bring with
them the excitement of a fresh start, the challenges of a next step, and positive associations that
accompany forward momentum. In addition to prompting us to look forward, times of transition
provide the opportunity to look backward, assess where we are, acknowledge how far we’ve
come, and anticipate what is to come. Continue reading >>

The Graduate School
Lecture Series
Distinguished Speaker

Hilary Stone MBA '20
If It's Broke, Fix It: Applying
Management Concepts to Career,
Community, and Life

Wed., October 13, 2021
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Roush Hall 114

Register Now>

--MBA-- Post-Pandemic Leadership
When we enter the world of the Post-Pandemic Era, organizations will need to make many
decisions to navigate brand new roads. Should we work in person? Should we work remotely?
Should there be a mix? What will be crucial in these decisions is leadership. This article
from Forbes Magazine provides some insights into how leadership within organizations will be
crucial to face the new challenges.
Post-Pandemic Leadership: How Managing A Business Is Changing In Times Of Covid-19.
Read on the Web >>

Don Eskew
MBA Graduate Director
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